
From the headlines

Paul Rudd The actor Paul Rudd might seem like a masochistic pick to 
anyone who saw him as a married jerk in Knocked Up or a single jerk in The 40-Year-
Old Virgin. But there’s just something about the boyish 39-year-old, who plays a 
surfing instructor in this month’s Forgetting Sarah Marshall. As part of Judd Apa-
tow’s comedy posse, he’s got just enough edge to make us believe he’s a bit of a bad 
boy under the rom-com exterior. Crush rating:   
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Love Systems is 
coming to a bar 
(and a gym, and a 
grocery store) 
near you. For a 
mere $3,000, the 
Los Angeles–
based coaching 
service (founded, 
we’re embarrassed 
to say, by a 
Canadian) offers 
boot camps that 
teach average joes 
how to become 
don Juan–like 
pickup artists. No 
word on whether 
there’s a money-
back guarantee. 

Times have changed when it comes to 
eating out. Vegetarian options abound, 
molecular gastronomy has turned 
food into foam, and chefs now have 
celebrity cred. But when it comes to 
etiquette, servers at many formal res-
tos are stuck in the past. The New York 
Times’ Frank Bruni reports that wait 
staff aren’t sure whether it’s still okay 
to serve ladies first, or whether they 
should present a woman with a wine list 
or the bill. Reading the table seems the 
best way to avoid insult, he notes, with 
older diners more likely to appreciate 
old-school manners. We asked Louise 
Fox of Toronto’s The Etiquette Ladies 
whether we should really get riled if 
our dates are served first the next 
time we’re at Milestones. “Of course 
not,” she says. “Sometimes you’re just 
relieved to get any service at all.” 

staRt 
accepting compliments 
gracefully. Hands up, those  
of you who can receive  a 
compliment without 
stammering, fussing or 
contradicting the messenger 
(“What, this old thing?”). that’s 
what we thought. While this self-
deprecation likely stems from a 
misguided attempt to be 
humble, it’s rude to dismiss the 
comment altogether, says 
Winnipeg-based etiquette 
expert Karen Mallett. Instead, a 
simple thank you will suffice. “If 
you don’t learn to accept 
compliments,” stresses Mallett, 

“you will never feel as though 
you deserve them.” 

It’s time to
stoP 
obsessing about his long-
gone ex. We’re just as jealous 
as the next gal, but green-eyed 
interrogations – like the classic 

“Was she prettier than me?” – 
can frazzle the smoothest 
union. In her new book, 
Jealousy: True Stories of Love’s 
Favorite Decoy, French 
psychoanalyst Marcianne 
Blévis asks, “How can we love 
freely when jealousy becomes 
more seductive than love 
itself?” through a series of 
case studies, Blévis outlines 
how she helps clients kick the 
habit – chances are there’s 
nothing untoward going on in 
the first place.
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John Krasinski As Jim Halpert in The Office, John Krasinski plays a 
reluctant salesman prone to pranks involving Jell-O. His real-life career is decidedly 
more cerebral. In 2008, he directed Brief Interviews with Hideous Men, based on the 
book by David Foster Wallace. This year, he stars in an as-yet-unnamed film co-writ-
ten by bestselling author Dave Eggers (we have a crush on him, too). If Krasinski 
keeps playing it sweet and smart, we just might forgive him for License to Wed.

As a kid, Myroslava Tataryn never considered herself 
disabled. The Saskatchewan-raised activist has a congen-
ital condition affecting her joints; as a result she’s under-
gone multiple surgeries. It never stopped her from getting 
involved, though: giving talks for Easter Seals, volunteer-
ing in Ukraine or competing as a wheelchair athlete. But 
a 2002 trip to Ghana got her thinking. “The only people I 
saw with disabilities were begging,” she recalls. “I started 
questioning the realities of having a disability.” 

Tataryn, 26,  is now fighting to win rights for the dis-
abled in the developing world – especially those with 
HIV/AIDS. People with disabilities are often excluded 
from HIV/AIDS initiatives in the false belief they don’t 
have sex, she says. As an adviser on disability issues for 
Stephen Lewis’s AIDS Free World, Tataryn meets with 
these often-ignored people and takes their concerns to 
policy-makers. 

In 2008, the Queen’s University grad won a Global 
Youth Fellowship and is now based in Kampala, Uganda, 
where she teaches disabled women how to access health 
care and support services. “There is too much silence 
around the sexuality of women with disabilities,” she 
says. “I hope my work will make a bit of noise.”


